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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes an efficient low-speed 

airfoil selection and design optimization process 

using multi-fidelity analysis for a long endurance 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) flying wing. 

The developed process includes the low speed 

airfoil database construction, airfoil selection 

and design optimization steps based on the given 

design requirements. The multi-fidelity analysis 

solvers including the panel method and 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) are 

presented to analyze the low speed airfoil 

aerodynamic characteristics accurately and 

perform inverse airfoil design optimization 

effectively without any noticeable turnaround 

time in the early aircraft design stage. The 

unconventional flying wing UAV design shows 

poor reaction in longitudinal stability. However, 

It has low parasite drag, long endurance, and 

better performance. The multi-fidelity analysis 

solvers are validated for the E387 and 

CAL2463m airfoil compared to the wind tunnel 

test data. Then, 29 low speed airfoils for flying 

wing UAV are constructed by using the multi-

fidelity solvers. The weighting score method is 

used to select the appropriate airfoil for the given 

design requirements. The selected airfoil is used 

as a baseline for the inverse airfoil design 

optimization step to refine and obtain the optimal 

airfoil configuration. The implementation of 

proposed method is applied for the real flying-

wing UAV airfoil design case to demonstrate the 

effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed 

method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Airfoil plays an extremely important role for 

the aircraft aerodynamics, performance, and 

stability. Therefore, the airfoil selection process 

is very essential and significant at the early 

aircraft design stage to support designers for 

selecting an appropriate airfoil with the given 

requirements. The basic airfoil aerodynamic 
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characteristics include airfoil lift, drag, and 

pitching moment coefficient that are required to 

evaluate by performing the test at the specific 

working condition of the airfoil. For example, 

many airfoil aerodynamics data were tested at the 

2.8×4.0 ft (0.853×1.219 m) low-turbulence wind 

tunnel in the Subsonic Aerodynamics Research 

Laboratory at the University of Illinois at 

Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) [1]. However, doing 

such a test could be time-consuming and costly. 

Moreover, errors could be made because the 

working condition of the selected airfoils is not 

always the same as the testing data as the result 

of approximation [1]. Hence, many researchers 

currently implement the reliable and accurate 

prediction analysis tools such as panel method, 

Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS), and 

in-house CFD solvers to analyze and design 

airfoil. However, these different analysis 

methods are required for the different flow 

conditions. In this paper, the flight regime is the 

low-speed which means the flow through the 

airfoil includes three regions: laminar, turbulent 

and transition zone. Besides, the high-fidelity 

analysis contains fully turbulent problem. Thus, 

the drag coefficient is higher than experiment 

results at the low speed regime. Meanwhile, 

results of low-fidelity analysis in less accurate for 

terms of the lift but pretty good about drag issues 

[2]. P. D. Silisteanu et al. introduced a method 

for estimating the transition onset and extension 

based on the temporal parameter of the skin 

friction coefficient and flow vorticity at the wall 

[2]. This method shows that the relative error in 

the drag coefficient is lower than 8% when a fully 

turbulent model can introduce error up to 50%. R. 

B. Langtry et al. used the 𝛾 − 𝑅𝑒𝜃𝑡
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  model for 

low-speed [3]. This model requires the solution 

based on two transport equations, one for 

intermittency and one for a transition onset 

criterion in terms of momentum thickness 

Reynolds number. Since its development, the 𝛾 −

𝑅𝑒𝜃𝑡
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  model has been adapted by A. C. Aranake 

et al. [4] for use with the Spalart-Allmaras 

turbulent model [5] and 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulent model 

[6]. The Spalart-Allmaras model is more widely 

used application for aerospace applications 

involving wall-bounded flows, and it is also 

typically less expensive, resolves one transition 

equation. However, in order to perform these 

methods, the knowledge of Computational Fluid 

Dynamics (CFD) is required. The panel method 

is used via XFLR5 code [18]. Mark Drela [7] 

used an inverse method incorporated in Xfoil 

based on surface speed distribution of airfoil 

baseline. There are two types of this method: full 

inverse and mixed inverse. It calculates the entire 

airfoil. Similarly, T. R. Barrett et al. [8] used the 

inverse method by RANS solver as a high-

fidelity analysis. However, these methods have 

difficulties for modifying the surface speed 

distribution. Hence, some methods are developed 

to airfoil shape parameterization. One of the most 

popular method for airfoil representation is the 

Bézier curve, which introduces control point 

around the geometry. These points are used to 

define the airfoil shape. N. V. Nguyen et al. [9] 

modeled airfoil geometry by the class shape 

function transformations (CST) method [10]. 

CST method is defined by combined class 

function with shape function. Ma Dongli et al. 

[11], Ava Shahrokhi et al. [12] and Slawomir 

Koziela et al. [13] used airfoil NACA function 

instead of airfoil basline. 

Besides,in this case-study, cruise speed is 20 

m/s, the Mach number is 0.06. Therefore, this 

paper proposed the efficient airfoil selection and 

design optimization process that uses the multi-

fidelity including panel method and CFD solvers. 
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The flying wing UAV is well-known for high 

performance due to the low parasite drag with the 

same engine power. 

2. EFFICIENT LOW- AIRFOIL DESIGN 

OPTIMIZATION PROCESS 

The overall process of efficient low-speed 

airfoil design optimization is presented in F. 1. It 

includes three-steps that are UAV airfoil 

database construction loop, airfoil section loop, 

and airfoil design optimization loop. The 

framework starts with UAV airfoil database 

construction loop. The fully airfoil database is 

generated based on requirements and executed by 

the multi-fidelity analysis. In the airfoil section 

loop, from the fully airfoil database, Weighted 

Scoring Method (WSM) is employed for finding 

maximum weight value by criteria for the UAV 

flying wing. Then, airfoil selected is sent to 

airfoil design optimization loop. Then, this airfoil 

is used for baseline airfoil in order to design 

optimal airfoil. 

2.1 UAV airfoil database construction loop 

The design of an aircraft or UAV generally 

begins with identifying requirements, i.e. 

endurance, stall speed, cruise speed in UAV 

airfoil database construction loop. Then, finding 

suitable Airfoils by using requirements. Airfoils 

in the collection are sent to the multi-fidelity 

analysis, to analysis aerodynamic characteristics 

of airfoil. Then, the results are collected in a fully 

airfoil database. 

In this loop, the most important step is 

Multi-Fidelity Analysis. The multi-fidelity 

analysis includes the panel method and 

Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 

solver by XFOIL and ANSYS FLUENT. 

XFOIL [7] is probably the best known of the 

above codes. It dates back to 1986 and was 

written by Dr. Mark Drela, an aerodynamics 

professor at Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology. It is the coupled panel method with 

an integral boundary layer calculation for 

analysis [14].

 

 

Figure 1. Efficient Low-Speed Airfoil Design Optimization 
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ANSYS FLUENT [17] is a Navier-Stokes 

solver that can operate in either two-dimensional 

or three-dimensional models, solvers are based 

on the finite volume method (FVM). Besides, 

CFD needs fine grid generation, and the 

structured grid is more preferable than 

unstructured grid since it can avoid the 

divergence caused by rough grid. The user is 

allowed a wide selection of turbulence models. In 

this paper, low Reynolds number flow 

mechanism is expounded by the numerical 

simulation of several airfoils using Reynolds-

averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. 

“Steady” and “pressure-based” are used. 

2.2 Airfoil section loop 

Identify criteria for UAV flying wing by 

using requirement of Airfoil Database Loop. 

Weighted Scoring Method (WSM) is employed 

for finding maximum weight value from the 

Fully Airfoil Database. The airfoil has maximum 

score is found.  

Criteria for UAV Flying wing: From UAV 

design requirement, the criteria for the best 

performance have to be set in order to select the 

proper airfoil. 

Weighted Scoring Method (WSM): is a 

selection method comparing multi criteria. It 

includes determination of all the criteria related 

to the selection which gives each criteria a 

weighted score to reflect their relative 

importance and evaluation of each criteria. WSM 

consists of these following steps: 

 Determining all the criteria. 

 Creating evaluation table for each airfoil 

bases on criteria. 

 Making sum of all the products and 

selecting the airfoil with the highest total points 

from the full airfoil database. 

2.3 Airfoil design optimization loop 

Design formulation: Flying wing 

configuration operates with speed higher than 

fixed wing, so it has the low parasite drag, but 

stability issues inherent in this type of 

configuration. Thus, the improvement of pitching 

coefficient in cruise conditions is selected as an 

objective function for the current UAV airfoil 

design. The aerodynamic constraints are 

maximum lift coefficient, stall angle of attack, 

minimum drag coefficient and the coordinates of 

airfoil selected are used as design variables. 

Airfoil geometry representation: Airfoil 

geometry is modeled as a projective Bézier curve. 

The general form of the mathematical expression 

is shown in Eq. 1. The Bézier curve is a weighted 

sum of the control points, 𝑎𝑖. By changing 

“control points” of Bézier curve of airfoil 

selected baseline, new airfoil coordinates are 

created (as shown in F. 2, F. 3). 

{
ℬ(𝑢) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑖,𝑛(𝑢)𝑛

𝑖=0  

𝑏𝑖,𝑛(𝑢) = (
𝑛
𝑖

) 𝑢𝑖(1 − 𝑢)𝑛−𝑖             (1) 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 ℬ(𝑢) =
𝑦

𝑐
, ; 𝑢 =

𝑥

𝑐
; (

𝑛
𝑖

) =
𝑛!

𝑖! (𝑛 − 𝑖)!
 

 

 

Figure 2. Airfoil representation 

 

 

Figure 3. Error upper and lower curve 
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Optimizer: Airfoil geometry representation 

is sent to multi-fidelity analysis. If the 

convergence is not satisfied, airfoil geometry 

representation is updated by changing control 

point. 

3. MULTI-FIDELITY ANALYSIS SOLVER 

VALIDATION 

The E387 airfoil was designed by Richard 

Eppler in the mid-1960s for use in model 

sailplanes. Because it was designed specifically 

for the appropriate lift coefficients and Reynolds 

numbers required by its application, this airfoil 

became a touchstone for much of the research 

directed at increasing the understanding of low 

Reynolds number airfoil aerodynamics. 

The aerodynamic characteristics predicted 

for Re = 300000 by XFOIL and FLUENT are 

compared to the UIUC wind-tunnel 

measurements [15]. A C-type grid with 33450 

nodes, 33004 cells, 66454 faces and ywall+ = 1.0 

is generated for the ANSYS FLUENT using the 

Pointwise tool [16]. 

In F. 4, these results are compared with 

those from the UIUC wind-tunnel for Re 300000. 

As seen from F. 4.a, these analytical tools have 

high-fidelity, Spalart-Allmaras turbulence 

models matches with experiment. This case study 

is the low Mach number, which exists both 

laminar and turbulent flow.  

 

 

Figure 4. Comparison of predicted and measured aerodynamic characteristics for E 387 airfoil, Re = 300000 

 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of predicted and measured aerodynamic characteristics for CAL2463m airfoil, Re = 300000 
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XFOIL used boundary layer equation and 

transition equation. In the FLUENT tool, the 

turbulence models used in the fully turbulent so 

drag coefficient is higher than XFOIL. Besides, 

results of multi-fidelity analysis of CAL2463m 

airfoil are the same, as shown in F. 5. So, Spalart-

Allmaras turbulence model is used for lift 

coefficient and XFOIL for the drag coefficient. 

4. CASE STUDY: UAV FLYING WING 

AIRFOIL DESIGN OPTIMIZATION 

4.1 UAV Airfoil Database Construction Loop 

From the results of initial sizing, Reynolds 

number equals 300000 for case study. 

Then, 29 airfoils are used for selection, as 

shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Collection Low-speed UAV flying wing 

Airfoil database 

 

4.2 UAV Airfoil Database Construction Loop 

UAV flying wing has low parasite drag and 

poor stability, so criteria of stability is important, 

as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Criteria for case study 

 

Using WSM and Criteria in Table 2 for 

airfoil database to find airfoil has maximum 

weight value. 

 

Figure 6. Score of Airfoil database 

As shown in F. 6, the airfoil TL 54 (No.12) 

has maximum weight score, so airfoil baseline is 

TL54. 

4.3 Airfoil Design Optimization Loop 

As discussed above, the 2D airfoil design 

problem is based on TL54. Thus, the standard 

optimization problem is written as: 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒: 𝑓(�̅�) = 𝐶𝑚0            (2) 

subject to: 

{

𝐶𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≥ 𝐶𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐿54

𝛼𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙 ≥ 𝛼𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑇𝐿54

𝐶𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝐶𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝐿54

                 (3) 

The optimal airfoil is shown in Table 3. The 

pitching moment coefficient of optimal airfoil 

increases 42.92% compared with the baseline 

airfoil TL 54. The maximum lift coefficient, stall 

angle of attack and minimum drag coefficient 

constraints are satisfying. 

Table 3. Optimal Airfoil comparison 
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Figure 7. Baseline and optimal airfoil shape 

 

 

Figure 8. Baseline and optimal airfoil polar 

comparison 

Small differences in the stall angle of attack, 

the maximum lift coefficient and the minimum 

drag coefficient, as shown in Table 3 and F. 8. 

Because the pitching moment coefficient of 

optimal airfoil is so good, that increases stability 

of UAV flying wing. Besides, the pressure 

distribution of the airfoil for both optimal and 

baseline shows similar, as shown in F. 9. 

 

Figure 9. Optimal airfoil pressure distribution at 

AOA = 0 deg 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

An airfoil design optimization for airfoil 

TL54 is developed and applied successfully for 

improving the stability with a trustworthy 

optimum configuration providing an 

improvement 42.92% in reliability.  

By using Multi-fidelity analysis for airfoil 

selection, designers don’t have to spend time, for 

testing data on airfoils from the wind tunnel, but 

still getting results close to the experiment. This 

is a promising approach since its accuracy and 

feasibility are demonstrated with the help of a 

case study. 
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Quy trình thiết kế tối ưu cho biên dạng 

cánh vận tốc thấp sử dụng phân tích đa độ 

tin cậy cho thiết bị bay không người lái 

dạng cánh bay 
 Đinh Anh Bảo 1 

 Ngô Khánh Hiếu 1 

 Nguyễn Như Văn 2 

1 Trường Đại học Bách khoa, ĐHQG-HCM 

2 Trường Đại học Konkuk, Hàn Quốc  

TÓM TẮT 

Bài báo này đề xuất một quy trình lựa chọn 

và thiết kế tối ưu airfoil vận tốc thấp bằng cách 

sử dụng phân tích đa độ tin cậy cho dòng máy 

bay không người lái dạng cánh báy có thời gian 

bay dài. Quá trình phát triển bao gồm các bước: 

xây dựng cơ sở dữ liệu airfoil vận tốc thấp, lựa 

chọn airfoil và thiết kế tối ưu airfoil từ các yều 

cầu. Thuật toán phân tích đa độ tin cậy bao gồm 

phương pháp tấm và động lực học chất lỏng được 

giới thiệu để phân tích các đặc điểm khí động học 

của airfoil vận tốc thấp một cách chính xác và sử 

dụng trong quy trình thiết kế tối ưu hóa airfoil 

một cách hiệu quả mà không cần tốn nhiều thời 

gian trong giai đoạn đầu của thiết kế máy bay. 

UAV flying wing cho thấy phản ứng kém đối với 

ổn định theo chiều dọc. Tuy nhiên, nó có lực cản 

thấp, thời gian hoạt động dài và hiệu suất tốt hơn. 

Thuật toán phân tích đa độ tin cậy được kiểm 

chứng bằng airfoil E387 và CAL2463m so với dữ 

liệu thử nghiệm trong hầm gió. Sau đó, dữ liệu 29 

airfoils vận tốc thấp của dòng UAV flying wing 

được xây dựng bằng cách sử dụng giải thuật đa 

độ tin cậy. Phương pháp trọng số được sử dụng 

để chọn ra airfoil phù hợp với yêu cầu thiết kế 

nhất. Airfoil được chọn được sử dụng làm airfoil 

cơ sở cho bước thiết kế tối ưu hóa và có được cấu 

hình airfoil tối ưu. Quy trình đề xuất trên được 

thực hiện cho một thiết kết thực máy bay không 

người lái dạng cánh bay để chứng minh tính hiệu 

quả và tính khả thi của phương pháp.

Từ khóa: airfoil vận tốc thấp, phân tích airfoil, phân tích đa độ tin cậy, flying wing UAV 
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